You supported residents of the south during the war.

Now, join us in our battle for a political solution!

Monday, 22.9.14 between 17:00 – 20:00

A demonstration in front of the Prime Minister’s house in Jerusalem

We call upon the Israeli government to immediately initiate a political process

9 Smolenskin Street, at the corner of Balfour

Residents of the south and of Gaza are living on borrowed time. The ‘quiet’ is temporary and deceiving. If there is not a dramatic change in the government’s policy, we will soon find ourselves, once again, living a life of trauma.

We call to the Israeli government:

We are tired of the wars. We are tired of constantly searching for shelter. We are tired of empty promises about safety and security!

We believe that the only way to protect the residents of the region is through dialogue, negotiations, lifting the siege on Gaza, and work toward long-term political agreements. If the people of Gaza have no hope – the residents of the south will know no hope.

For long enough you tried the way of war!

It is time to try peace!
Transportation (pre-registration required):
From Tel-Aviv at 15:30 – Arlozoroff train station (Shlomo Siktes) – register here
From Sderot at 15:30 – the parking lot next to Kupat Holim in the city center – register here
Confirmation of participation in the demonstration – please contact Liora Eilon

For more information:
Nomika Zion – 054-7689181; Dr. Yeela Raanan – 054-7487005;
Dr. Naomi Ben-Bassat – 052-8897306

Other Voice – from the communities near the border with the Gaza Strip